
AUDITORIUM

1:00 PM Opening Remarks and Keynote Address 

Scott Winters (Coral Restoration FoundationTM CEO) and Tom Moore (Coral 
Restoration Lead of NOAA’s Restoration Center) kick off CoralpaloozaTM Digital 2020 
with an introduction to coral reefs and the world of coral restoration.

1:20 PM This. Really. Matters.

The Coral Restoration FoundationTM sits at the forefront of coral restoration and reef 
conservation. See why the work they are doing today is so important!

1:25 PM PADI Project Aware Interview 
Ocean Allison, media correspondent for PADI, sits down with Jack Fishman of Project Aware 
and Coral Restoration Foundation’s own Roxane Boonstra to talk about conservation and 
what people can do in the current COVID-19 environment.

1:45 PM Sylvia Earle Feature 

A special video highlight from the Mission Blue legend herself, Sylvia Earle. 

1:50 PM Philippe Cousteau Interview 

Philippe Cousteau, grandson of Jacques Cousteau and founder of EarthEcho International, 
chats with Alice Grainger about his family’s legacy and how young people can and are making 
a	huge	difference	in	the	fight	to	save	our	planet.

2:15 PM CRFTM Restoration Live Session 

Join us as we go live with our CRFTM team to check in on the day’s activities and answer some 
of your own personal questions! 

2:30 PM PLOS Panel Interview  

A recent publication in the scientific	journal	PLOS	One	has	created	quite	a	stir	within	the	
coral restoration community. Here, CRF’s Science Program Manager Amelia Moura sits   
down	with	the	authors	of	the	paper	to	discuss	the	study’s	findings	and	their	implications	
for	the	field	of	reef	restoration.

3:05 PM Coral Passion Video Feature 
We asked you why you have Coral Passion and you delivered! Hear from people around the 
world- old and young, scientists and divers, volunteers and professionals  
about why they love corals and why everyone should care about our reefs! 
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3:20 PM Wyland Interview
  Famed marine artist and conservationist Wyland talks about his career and how he sees his  
	 	 work	as	an	extension	of	marine	science,	all	while	painting	a	Queen	Angelfish	in	the	
  background!
 
3:35 PM Captain Coral Feature 

  CRF’s own coral loving pirate takes over our virtual platform to give us a crash course in coral  
  spawning and some simple tips on how to become more eco-conscious.

3:40 PM Richard Vevers Interview 

  He’s the CEO of the Ocean Agency but Richard Vevers is probably more widely recognized  
	 	 as	one	of	the	people	behind	the	Netflix	mega-hit	“Chasing	Coral”.	Alice	Grainger	caught	up		
	 	 with	Richard	about	the	impact	the	film	has	had	and	what	he’s	up	to	these	days!
  
3:55 PM Closing Remarks 

RESTORATION AROUND THE WORLD 

1:30 PM Mission Iconic Reefs

  NOAA has recently launched Mission: Iconic Reefs, a project aimed at fully restoring seven  
  sites within the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. Here, FKNMS Superintendent   
  Sarah Fangman explains the need for the plan and the efforts it entails.

1:55 PM Corals, Their Babies, and Why We Need More of Them 

  As Research Director at Secore International, Margaret Miller helps facilitate the creation of  
  new, sexually produced coral babies - a critical step in ensuring that restoration efforts of the  
  future can utilize genetically diverse populations for a changing environment.
     
2:15 PM Responding to Stony Coral Tissue Loss

  Protected Coral Recovery Coordinator Jennifer Moore outlines some of the steps that have  
  been taken to save critical coral species from the disease outbreak that has ravaged Florida’s  
	 	 reefs	for	the	past	five	years.
 
2:35 PM Restoring Coral Reefs of Tomorrow

  Phanor Montoya-Maya, Founder and Director of the Colombia-based Corales de Paz, shares  
  his thoughts on how restoration practitioners can plan for the future and ensure  the success  
  of future restoration efforts.
  
2:55 PM Raising Coral Babies

  At the National Autonomous University of Mexico, Anastazia Banaszak and her team work to  
  help wild coral colonies reproduce sexually by culturing the eggs and sperm and allowing the  
  new corals to settle in the lab before returning to ex-situ nurseries and then to the reef.

3:10 PM  An Introduction to Costa Rica and Raising Coral’s Work for the Coral Reefs

  Co-founder of Raising Coral, Tatiana Villalobos share her team’s experiences with creating a  
	 	 coral	restoration	organization	on	the	Pacific	side	of	Costa	Rica.


